Translocation of signaling molecules, MAPK in particular, from the cytosol to nucleus represents a universal key element in initiating the gene program that determines memory consolidation. Translocation mechanisms and their behavioral impact, however, remain to be determined. Here, we report that a highly conserved nuclear transporter, Drosophila importin-7 (DIM-7), regulates import of training-activated MAPK for consolidation of long-term memory (LTM). We show that silencing DIM-7 functions results in impaired LTM, whereas overexpression of DIM-7 enhances LTM. This DIM-7-dependent regulation of LTM is confined to a consolidation time window and in mushroom body neurons. Image data show that bidirectional alteration in DIM-7 expression results in proportional changes in the intensity of training-activated MAPK accumulated within the nuclei of mushroom body neurons during LTM consolidation. Such DIM-7-regulated nuclear accumulation of activated MAPK is observed only in the training specified for LTM induction and determines the amplitude, but not the time course, of memory consolidation.
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long-term memory | consolidation | Drosophila | importin | MAPK N uclear translocation of behaviorally activated signaling molecules is widely reported to be essential for formation of protein synthesis-dependent long-term memory (LTM) from invertebrates to vertebrates, suggesting a universal principle underlying memory consolidation (1) (2) (3) . Extensive efforts have been devoted to determining how such signaling molecules activate the genetic program for memory consolidation through modulation of transcription factors, epigenetic components, or other mechanisms (4) (5) (6) (7) . However, it is still not clear how training-activated signaling molecules, such as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), are imported into the nucleus and how such transporting mechanisms impact memory consolidation (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
MAPK (ERK in this case) exceeds the size limit for passive diffusion through nuclear pores and must be transported by either facilitated diffusion, which is energy independent, or active import (13, 14) . Recent studies indicate that activated MAPK can be transported actively over a long distance from the synapse to nucleus in hippocampal neurons in response to stimulation (15, 16) . The classic active import of proteins is mediated via a family of transport receptors, importin α and β, in the form of heterodimers, but the cargos must have the nuclear localization signals (NLSs) (17) . Indeed, there are reports of effects of such classic translocation mechanisms on synaptic plasticity (18, 19) . Owing to lack of the identified NLSs, MAPK translocation needs to bind with an adaptor that contains NLSs or go via a noncanonical route, β-like importin-dependent translocation (20) . β-Like importin-7 is known to be capable of nuclear importing of activated MAPK in both Drosophila and vertebrates (21, 22) . This translocation plays a pivotal role in the development of wings, eyes, and the myotendinous junction in Drosophila (23-25) . Here, we report that Drosophila importin-7 (DIM-7) plays an essential role in the regulation of training-activated MAPK for memory consolidation.
Results DIM-7 Regulates Long-Term Memory Bidirectionally. We first determined whether DIM-7, encoded by the moleskin (msk, CG7935) gene, plays any role in memory formation. The memory components assayed include single-trial-training-induced immediate short-term memory; massed-training-induced 24-h memory, which includes presumably only anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM); and spacedtraining-induced 24-h, 48-h, and 4-d memory, including mainly protein-synthesis-dependent LTM with the condition reported here. These memory components were measured using a welldefined aversive classical conditioning paradigm of pairing an odor with foot electric shock (26) . To minimize effects of developmental abnormality (homozygous lethal for msk mutants), an inducible expression system (hsGAL4; Fig. S1A ) was used to manipulate expression levels of DIM-7. Acute RNAi-dependent downregulation of DIM-7 expression (hsGAL4/UAS-msk-RNAi) did not affect the single-trial-induced immediate memory (Fig. 1A , Left) or the massed-training induced 24-h ARM (Fig. 1A, Middle) . In contrast, the spaced-training induced 24-h LTM was attenuated significantly (Fig. 1A, Right) . We confirmed the observed phenotype by using two other independent RNAi lines (Fig.  S2A) . Conversely, acute overexpression of DIM-7 (UAS-msk/+; Significance Nuclear import of training-activated signaling molecules is an essential step in initiating memory consolidation. As importindependent nuclear translocation is reported in regulation of long-term synaptic plasticity, the current work identified the Drosophila homolog of vertebrate importin-7 (DIM-7), in determining consolidation of the protein synthesis-dependent long-term memory (LTM). The amount of DIM-7 expressed determines the level of LTM consolidated and the level of accumulation of behavioral-activated MAPK within the nuclei of mushroom body neurons. Thus, only training that produces LTM could activate DIM-7-dependent pMAPK translocation for initiating memory consolidation.
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hsGAL4/+) enhanced the amplitude of spaced-training-induced 24-h memory, also without affecting immediate memory and ARM (Fig. 1B) . The affected memory component is indeed protein-synthesis-dependent LTM, as feeding of a protein synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide (CXM) (26) , abolished the spaced-training-induced 24-h memory as well as the effects of DIM-7 (Fig. 1C) .
DIM-7 Affects Consolidation Stage of Long-Term Memory in Neurons.
A panneuronal gene-switch expression system (elav-GS; Fig. S1A ) (27, 28) was used to show that acute down-or up-regulation of DIM-7 expression within neurons is sufficient to produce impairment (elav-GS/UAS-msk-RNAi) or enhancement (UAS-msk/+; elav-GS/+) of LTM ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S2B ). The observed change of 24-h memory occurred after the spaced training but not the single-trial training (Fig. S2 C and D) .
LTM consists of acquisition, consolidation, and maintenance until retrieval sequentially (2, 29) . With the help of this panneuronal-inducible driver, we determined the time window within which DIM-7 is required for LTM formation. The phenotypes of the 24-h LTM could be observed when up-or down-regulation of DIM-7 expression was induced within a time window of 48 h that spans either before (24 h) plus after (24 h) training, or only after (24 h) training ( Fig. 2A) . This showed that DIM-7 is involved after memory acquisition. To separate consolidation from retrieval, 48-h as well as 4-d LTM was assayed. The first 24-h induction (consolidation period) of up-or down-regulation of DIM-7 expression after spaced training was sufficient to produce expected LTM phenotypes for 48-h memory (Fig. 2B, B1 ) and even 4-d memory (Fig. S3A) . In contrast, induction in the last 24 h (retrieval period) before testing the 48-h memory failed to cause any significant behavioral effects (Fig. 2B, B2 ). In fact, the first 12-h induction, but not the last 12-h induction, was capable of producing the observed LTM phenotypes (Fig. S3B) . RU486 feeding for only 7.5 h is sufficient to induce significant overexpression of targeted protein (27) . Consistent with this report, our Western blot result indicates that a significant level of overexpressed YFP-tagged DIM-7 was detected with an 8-h induction period (Fig. S4C) . YFP-tagged DIM-7 maintains DIM-7 functions (Fig. S4A) (23) and was used extensively in the later part of the experiments described in this paper. Thus, DIM-7 affects LTM in the period of consolidation.
DIM-7 Regulates Long-Term Memory in Mushroom Body Neurons.
The mushroom body (MB) is widely reported as the pivotal area for olfactory LTM formation in Drosophila (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . Two lines of evidence presented below support the idea that DIM-7 functions are confined to MB neurons for the observed behavioral effects. First, manipulation of DIM-7 expression produced an expected impairment or enhancement of memory consolidation ( Fig. 3A and Fig. S4B ), when targeted to MB neurons through RU486-inducible MB-specific GAL4 (Fig. S1A shows expression pattern of MB-GS) (36) . Second, manipulation of DIM-7 expression targeted at brain regions other than the MB neurons failed to produce any significant effects on LTM (Fig. 3B ). Such expression is achieved through a combination of hsGAL4 with MB-GAL80 (37). hsGAL4 induces altered DIM-7 expression in all tissues, whereas expression of the GAL80 protein in MB neurons suppresses hsGAL4-driven expression ( Fig. S1 shows expression pattern of MB-Gal80; hsGal4).
DIM-7 Regulates Nuclear Accumulation of Training-Activated MAPK
Within Mushroom Body During Consolidation. The aversive LTM consolidation requires a relatively long time window, which could be revealed through a paradigm of cold-shock anesthesia (26, 38) . One might imagine that the more DIM-7 expressed, the faster the nuclear translocation of activated MAPK and so the faster the memory consolidation. To see the time course of memory consolidation, wild-type flies were subjected to a 2-min cold shock at different time points after spaced training and then tested for 24-h memory. Consolidated memory was not affected by the treatment of cold shock. The data show that the most significant period of consolidation was during 12 h after training (Fig. 4A ). This time course, however, is not significantly altered in flies with overexpression of DIM-7, even though LTM was enhanced (Fig. 4B) . Thus, alteration in DIM-7 expression regulates the amplitude but not the time course of memory consolidation.
Up to this point, we have shown that DIM-7 played no role in single-trial-induced immediate memory and massed-traininginduced ARM, but was specifically involved in the regulation of consolidation of spaced-training-induced LTM. Now we needed to address whether the specific role of DIM-7 in memory consolidation results from nuclear transporting of training-activated MAPK, becuse DIM-7 is reported to be a nuclear transporter of activated MAPK (21, 22) . For this purpose, immunofluorescence staining of pMAPK in MB neurons was performed at hour 8 after training (Fig. 5 ) to catch the time window for consolidation as Fig. 4 indicated. Understandably, the pMAPK signal in the cytosol remained largely unaffected by manipulation of DIM-7 expression in naive flies or flies subjected to either massed or spaced training (Fig. S5 B and C) . Thus, pMAPK staining within the calyx, the dendritic area of the mushroom body (Fig. S5A) , could be used as a constant internal control for scaling the staining intensity.
Viewing the staining images ( Fig. 5 A and C) , it can be seen that background signals are present in all nuclei, whereas strong staining signals are limited to a few sparse nuclei. We thus designated two parameters: mean intensity ratio, for reflecting the averaged intensity of nuclear accumulation of pMAPK over all MB neurons imaged, and nuclear area ratio, for reflecting the number of nuclei with strong staining that is higher than the intensity in the calyx.
Acute down-regulation of DIM-7 expression exerted no effects on nuclear accumulation of pMAPK in transgenic flies (elav-GS/ msk-RNAi, RU+) that were either naive or subjected to massed training ( Fig. S6 A and B) . Consistent with the behavioral effects, averaged nuclear intensity of pMAPK staining and the number of nuclei with strong staining were significantly reduced in the same transgenic flies but subjected to spaced training ( Fig. 5 A and B) , suggesting that a significant role of DIM-7 in transporting pMAPK is confined to the spaced-training condition.
In the case of overexpression of DIM-7, the averaged intensity of nuclear staining of pMAPK was increased as expected in transgenic flies (UAS-YFP-msk/+;elav-GS/+, RU+) subjected to spaced training. However, no significant increase was detected in the number of nuclei with strong staining when all MB neurons imaged were included. We then realized that overexpression of YFP-fused DIM-7 without perturbation of its function was not evenly distributed over MB neurons (Fig. S4D) . Further analysis revealed that nuclei with more accumulation of YFP-DIM-7 showed stronger pMAPK staining in flies subjected to spaced training (Fig. S7) . For this reason, our analysis focused on a subgroup of MB neurons with nuclear YFP intensity that was above 70% of the YFP intensity in the calyx. For this group of MB neurons imaged, accumulation of pMAPK was significantly increased in transgenic flies with acute upregulation of YFP-DIM-7 expression after spaced training. In contrast, nuclear accumulation of pMAPK in the same subgroup of MB neurons remained unaltered in the transgenic flies that were either naive or subjected to massed training ( Fig. S6 C and D) . Then we performed additional experiments to further confirm that manipulation of DIM-7 regulates nuclear accumulation of pMAPK in MB neurons during LTM consolidation. First, in flies without manipulating DIM-7, nuclear accumulation of pMAPK in MB, but not its internal control area (optic lobe), was significantly increased at 8 h after spaced training, in contrast to naive and massed conditions ( Fig. S8 A and B) . Second, manipulations of DIM-7 within MB neurons affected the nuclear accumulation of pMAPK bidirectionally (Fig. S8C) . Such data support the idea that DIM-7 contributes to spaced-training-stimulated nuclear accumulation of pMAPK. To strengthen this conclusion, we examined, within the same subgroup of nuclei, the intensity of pMAPK simultaneously with that of YFP-DIM-7. Nuclear distributions of YFP-fused DIM-7 and pMAPK showed a strong positive correlation (Fig. 5E) , suggesting a major contribution of DIM-7 in spaced-training-induced pMAPK nuclear translocation.
DIM-7-Dependent Regulation of Long-Term Memory Requires MAPK
Activation. Finally, several lines of evidence confirm that MAPK activation is indeed critical for LTM formation in Drosophila. LTM was impaired with acute knockdown of MAPK targeted to neurons after spaced training in two independent RNAi lines (Fig. 6A) . In addition, LTM was reduced in a dose-dependent manner with feeding of an inhibitor of MAPK kinase (MEK), U0126, to wildtype flies (Fig. 6B) . Moreover, feeding of a low dose of U0126 specifically suppressed enhancement of LTM induced by overexpression of DIM-7, even though such a dose did not impair LTM in control flies (Fig. 6C ).
Discussion
Two major findings emerge from the current study. First, nuclear transporter DIM-7 is involved specifically in regulation of consolidation of protein-synthesis-dependent LTM in MB neurons. This regulation contributes to the amount of memory consolidated, or the amplitude of LTM, but not to the time course of consolidation. Second, the behavioral impact of DIM-7 on LTM requires MAPK activation. Moreover, DIM-7-regulated nuclear accumulation of behaviorally activated pMAPK in the adult fly brain is confined only to spaced training that induces LTM formation during the period of LTM consolidation, whereas DIM-7 has nothing to do with nuclear accumulation of pMAPK stimulated through any other training paradigms that produce memory components other than LTM. These findings lead us to suggest that DIM-7-dependent nuclear translocation of spaced-trainingactivated pMAPK is essential in determining the level of LTM consolidated.
DIM-7 was identified as a Drosophila homolog of the vertebrate nuclear transporter, importin-7, which belongs to the importin-β superfamily (21, 39) . Importins are known to be involved in longterm synaptic plasticity in both invertebrates and vertebrates (18, (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . The current work confirms that DIM-7 is indeed critical at the behavioral level in mediating LTM consolidation. We have shown that acute knockdown of DIM-7 impaired LTM, whereas overexpression enhanced LTM. The same genetic manipulations of DIM-7 had no effects on immediate memory and ARM. This behavioral impact was confined to a specific time window of LTM consolidation as well as to a subgroup of brain neurons (MB neurons).
Several experiments were performed to determine whether DIM-7 exerts its effects through mediating nuclear translocation of behaviorally activated pMAPK. DIM-7 is firstly reported to regulate nuclear import of activated MAPK (21) and this function plays important roles in development (23) (24) (25) . We showed that DIM-7 bidirectionally regulated nuclear accumulation of pMAPK in MB cells during consolidation. More importantly, DIM-7 only affected nuclear accumulation of pMAPK stimulated through training that produced LTM, even though nuclear accumulation of activated MAPK is observed in MB cells of naive flies or of flies subjected to training that produces non-LTM memories. Strong correlation between nuclear accumulation of pMAPK and tagged DIM-7 suggests that nuclear translocation of spaced-training-activated MAPK is mainly mediated through DIM-7. This is also supported by the finding that overexpression of DIM-7, but not MAPK (Fig. S9) , enhanced the LTM in Drosophila. Although DIM-7 is also reported to affect the nuclear import of other cargos, such as Caudal, Mad, and dSNUP (45) (46) (47) , it remains to be determined whether such translocation contributes to memory consolidation.
It is worth noting that genetic manipulation of DIM-7 affected only the level of LTM consolidation, but appeared not to perturb the time course of consolidation. In Drosophila, the time course of olfactory LTM consolidation varies under different training paradigms. Appetitive LTM undergoes rapid consolidation (38) , whereas aversive LTM undergoes relatively slow consolidation (34) . The time course of memory consolidation and the level of LTM consolidated at each time point after training could be revealed through cold-shock treatment as reflected in Fig. 4 . Transgenic flies with acute overexpression of DIM-7 showed a similar time course of consolidation (about 12 h) but a better consolidated memory performance at each time point after hour 2, compared with the control flies. It would be of interest to determine mechanisms underlying the time course of memory consolidation.
Materials and Methods
Fly Stocks. Flies were raised at 25°C with 60% humidity on standard cornmeal medium in a 12/12-h light/dark cycle. elav-GS and MB-GS were acquired from Ronald L. Davis, The Scripps Research Institute, Jupiter, FL. MB-Gal80 was acquired from Scott Waddell, University of Oxford, Oxford. UAS-YFP-msk was acquired from Erika R. Geisbrecht, University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO. The following stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center: hsGAL4 Pavlovian Olfactory Aversive Conditioning. Flies were trained and tested according to standard procedures as described previously (26, 34) . Three-to five-day-old flies were used for conditioning in a dark room with 25°C and 70% relative humidity. 3-Octanol (OCT) (Aldrich, 1.5 × 10 −3 in dilution) and 4-methylcyclohexanol (MCH) (Fluka, 1 × 10 −3 in dilution) were used as conditioned stimulus (CS), whereas a 60-V electric foot shock (12 1.5-s pulses with 3.5-s intervals) was used as unconditioned stimulus (US). In one cycle training, about 100 flies were subjected to one CS accompanied by US (CS+), and then subjected to the other CS only (CS−). Four cycles were used in massed training (no interval) and spaced training (15-min interval) . This paradigm has been used and described previously (35) . Flies after massed or spaced training were kept at 18°C to rest till testing. To test memory, trained flies were transferred to the T maze to choose between CS+ and CS− for 2 min. A preliminary performance index (PI) was calculated as the number of flies avoiding CS+ divided by the total number of flies by percent. A final PI was calculated by averaging two reciprocal groups (one with OCT as CS+, the other with MCH as CS+) to reduce odor bias.
Heat-Shock Regimen. The flies were heat shocked at 37°C for 40 min and then rested for 2 h at 25°C until the training began.
Cold-Shock Regimen. The flies were transferred to empty vials in ice for 2 min at planned time point after training and then rested at 18°C until test.
Drug Feeding. The procedures were described previously (34) . Flies were fed with control solution [5% (wt/vol) glucose and 3% (vol/vol) ethanol] in all control groups (CXM−, RU−, or U0126−). For CXM feeding (CXM+), flies were fed with 35 mM cycloheximide (Sigma) dissolved in control solution. For RU486 feeding (RU+), flies were fed with 500 μM RU486 (mifepristone, J&K) dissolved in control solution. For U0126 feeding, according to experimental design, flies were fed with different concentrations of U0126 (Cell Signaling Technology) dissolved in control solution.
Western Blot. Briefly, protein samples were made from 30 fly heads for each time point, run on 10% (vol/vol) SDS/PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane. Anti-YFP antibody and anti-alpha-tubulin antibody were used as primary antibodies. Anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated antibody was used as secondary antibody. All antibodies were purchased from the Cell Signaling Technology Company. An ECL kit (Millipore) was used for signal detection. The data were quantified by ImageJ software.
Immunofluorescence. Flies were quickly anesthetized on ice and dissected in ice-cold PBS within 5 min. Brains were fixed in 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde in PBS for 30 min on ice. All solutions added after fixation in pMAPK staining were treated with 1% phosphatase inhibitor mixture (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After being washed three times in PBS, brains were treated in blocking solution [PBS with 2% (vol/vol) Triton X-100 and 10% (vol/vol) goat serum] for 60 min at room temperature. Then the brains were transferred into primary antibody solution (PBS with primary antibody, 0.2% Triton X-100, and 1% goat serum) and incubated for at least 24 h at 4°C. Rabbit anti-pMAPK antibody (1:50, Cell Signaling Technology), mouse anti-nc82 antibody (1:10, DSHB) or chicken anti-GFP antibody (1:2,000, Abcam) was used as primary antibody depending on the experiment. Brains were washed three times again in PBS and transferred into secondary antibody solution (PBS with secondary antibody, 0.2% Triton X-100, and 1% goat serum) and incubated overnight at 4°C. VECTASHIELD mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). Images were taken using confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM710META).
Quantification of Images. All images used for quantifications were carefully acquired avoiding overexposure or underexposure. For each genotype, data from flies with RU486 feeding (RU+) and flies without RU486 feeding (RU−) were acquired at the same time and under the same microscope parameters. Four to six consecutive slices of each fly, which contained the dendritic region of mushroom body (calyx) surrounded by Kenyon cells, were selected and calculated using Imaris software. Mean intensity of pMAPK in nuclei was divided by that in calyx to get the mean intensity ratio. Area of nuclei overlapped by strong pMAPK signal (judged by intensity above mean in calyx) was divided by total nuclei area. Specifically, in UAS-YFP-msk/+; elav-GS/+ (RU+) flies, total nuclei area was further selected by intensity of YFP signal. All statistics were calculated from at least six brains. For each genotype, statistics in the induced group (RU+) are shown as fold change compared with the uninduced group (RU−).
Statistics. All data were analyzed using Graphpad Prism 6.0 software. Comparisons between two groups used two-tailed t test. Comparisons of multiple groups used one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc comparisons. Statistical significance was shown with P value <0.05. All data in bar graphs are shown as means ± SEM.
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